


ProFlex Passive Earplugs combine the ProFlex multi-softness earpiece with a fi ltered passive module 
to provide cost�effective hearing protection with ambient awareness.

These earplugs can be upgraded to full CENS® ProFlex digital by purchasing the electronic module 
at a later date, allowing you to spread the cost of the earplugs and modules over time. 

CENS ProFlex Passive 

Introduction
Evolution in gunshot hearing protection continues with the CENS®® ProFlex electronic modules 
combined with unique multi-softness custom fi t earpieces. This new unique design combines superb 
functionality with an eye catching appearance, and this latest development leads the trend towards 
obstruction free, comfortable custom noise suppression for today’s shooter.

The CENS®® ProFlex is also suitable for use with both rifl e and shotgun shooters.
Made from fl exible, medical-grade silicone material, these digital, ultra soft noise suppressors 
are designed to be extremely comfortable over long durations, whilst still providing the excellent 
suppression you expect from CENS®® digital.
The passive & electronic module is removable making cleaning a simple effective operation. 

All Electronic modules are standard 312 Electronic modules with 220 hours but are all upgradable to 
the CENS® ProFlex+ has a slightly deeper top tray that allows for the size 13 battery, which almost 
doubles the battery life compared to the standard ProFlex 312 module. This therefore effectively 
halves the running cost and along with the larger battery size being easier to handle makes the 
ProFlex+ module unbeatable!
The ProFlex+ higher profi le design provides the user controls with better protection, making the 
module more durable during every day use. 

A power upgrade kit is available for existing CENS® ProFlex users, that allows you to upgrade from 
the standard 312 battery to the 13 battery. 

ProFlex+ Features:
All of the ProFlex+ digital 1 features plus the following upgrades:
13 battery type instead of 312.
Approx 400 hours battery life instead of 220 hours.
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Featuring a fi ne tuned general shooting program, which boosts quieter sounds such as approaching 
birds and quarry to clear audible levels, giving you the edge on the competition.

CENS ProFlex Digital 1

Featuring a fi ne tuned general shooting program, which boosts quieter sounds such as approaching 
birds and quarry to clear audible levels, giving you the edge on the competition.

CENS ProFlex Digital 1e

KEY FEATURES
1 Program : 
ALL ROUND AMBIENT AWARENESS
Rotary Volume: Easy to use volume control
Silicone mould      

Digital DSP circuitry
Wind/noise reduction                                                                   
312 battery type (Upgrade to ProFlex+ available) 
Activation melody                                                                                         
Low battery warning indication 
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Push Button Volume: 
Soft | Medium | Loud | Extra Loud
Silicone mould      

Digital DSP circuitry                                       
312 battery type (Upgrade to profl ex + available)
Low battery warning indication 

KEY FEATURES



Features a program push button which switches between the following programs:

Program 1: Designed for VELD hunting this program provides good all round ambient awareness
with programming modifi cations to reduce noise interference.
Typically used in a BUSHVELD hunting scenario’s where one needs to hear what’s in the bush and 
less of the underfoot sounds and rustle of clothing.
This confi guration also helps by amplifying sounds such as wings fl apping, thus providing the shooter 
with advanced warning of approaching quarry.

Program 2: Optimised for RANGE SHOOTING where there are continued shots. This system has 
been designed to allow more fl exible noise suppression while still amplifying ambient sounds. This 
program provides extra amplifi cation for sounds like wing beats, approaching game.

Also has the addition of the wireless input mode from the SRC harness which comes as standard. The 
SRC Harness is a loop worn around the neck under the clothing and out of site. This allows for MP3 
use.

SRC harness can also be ordered separately for two way radio use.

CENS®® ProFlex digital are not suitable for very small ears. CENS®® digital (acrylic) can be made as 
an alternative.

CENS ProFlex Veld
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2 Programs : 
VELD 
SHOOTING RANGE 
Silicone mould      
Rotary Volume: Easy to use volume control

Digital DSP circuitry                                                          
Delayed auto start system (5 seconds)
312 battery type (Upgrade to ProFlex+ available) 
Activation melody                                                                                         
Low battery warning indication 

KEY FEATURES



Includes 2 programmes

Program 1: A fi ne tuned general shooting program, providing ambient awareness for a natural 
listening experience.

Program 2: Solid plug simulation, muting ambient sounds preventing distractions around the 
shooter

CENS ProFlex+ Competition

KEY FEATURES
2  Programs :  
ALL ROUND AMBIENT AWARENESS 
MUTE
No Telecoil _ as per regulations 
Rotary Volume: Easy to use volume control 
Silicone mould      

Digital DSP circuitry                                                                
Delayed auto start system (5 seconds)
312 battery type (Upgrade to ProFlex+ available)
Activation melody                                                                                         
Low battery warning indication 
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CENS®® ProFlex+ Hunter 2 are designed especially with the Shotgun, Rifl e and Handgun marksman 
in mind. The brand new state-of-the-art circuitry inside every CENS®® Hunter 2 is capable of 
suppressing all gunshot noise generated by which ever discipline the shooter partakes in.

Automatic wind reduction on all programmes.

Features a program push button which switches between the following programs:

Program 1: Designed for rifl eman primarily this program provides good all round ambient 
awareness.

Program 2: Designed for VELD hunting this program provides good all round ambient awareness
with programming modifi cations to reduce noise interference.
Typically used in a BUSHVELD hunting scenario’s where one needs to hear what’s in the bush and 
less of the underfoot sounds and rustle of clothing. 

Program 3 Mute: plug simulation, muting ambient sounds preventing distractions around the 
shooter.

Typically used in a bushveld hunting scenario where one needs to hear what’s in the bush and less of 
the underfoot sounds and rustle of clothing.

Also has the addition of the wireless input mode from the SRC harness which comes as standard. The 
SRC Harness is a loop worn around the neck under the clothing and out of site. This allows for MP3 
use.

SRC harness can also be ordered separately for two way radio use.

Designed for semi auto / automatic gunfi re (3 Gun, Handgun, Combat Rifl e, Close Quarter Shooting)

Every pair is also supplied with Wind Shields that fi t over the ear, cutting down wind noise even 
further when using a high chair or when shooting in severe conditions.

CENS ProFlex Hunter 2 Ultimate Sportsman 

KEY FEATURES
2 Programs + Mute : 
ALL ROUND AMBIENT AWARENESS 
VELD  
MUTE
Telecoil (SRC Harness)
Silicone mould      
Rotary Volume: Easy to use volume control

Digital DSP circuitry
Wind/noise reduction                                                                   
Delayed auto start system (5 seconds)
312 battery type (Upgrade to ProFlex+ available) 
Activation melody                                                                                         
Low battery warning indication 
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